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Transportable holographic interferometer uses
photo refractive crystals for industrial applications
Photorefractive crystals (FRCs), and particularly

those belonging to the sillenite family [BillSiOlO
[BSO),Bi"GeOlOIBGO],Bi"TIOlO(BTOJ).are no-
toriously promising recording media for holo-
graphic interferometIy.' ciass'icaJ plates are much
more sensitive than PRCs, but they need chemi.
caI processing requiring liquid bridges when in
situ recording. Photothermoplastics have a sen.
sitivity comparable to PRCs and they can be pro.
cessed in situ by electrical and thermal processes.
However, although they can be erased, the num.
ber of exposures is limited. Sillenite PRCs are
about 1000 times less sensitive than the others,
but have the advantage of being self.developing
and indefinitely reusable. One can envisage ho.
lographic cameras that like speckle interferom.
eters do not require any external operation or
manipulation, but provide the higher quality mea.
surement dynamics and lower noise levels typi.
caI of holographic interferometIy.

At first glance, these advantages are coun.
terbalanced by the relatively weak sensitivity of
sillenites. This dUficuJty,combined with a weak
diffraction efficiency and optical dllnensions of
crystals limited to the cm', meant that experi.
mental prototypes of PRC interferometers were
confined to laboratories where powerful lasers
were available. The recent availability of much
larger good.quality sillenite crystals, powerful
compact lasers, and sensitive, commercial CCD
cameras, has allowed us to overcome these dUfi.
culties. Here we discuss an interferometer that

was designed to be compact (on a breadboard),
easily transportable, able to image objects of
about 50 x 50 cm', and which made possible the
taking of quantitative measurements.

The development and optimization of the sys.
tern are already presented elsewhere.' Real.time
holographic interferometry is performed: refer-
ence and object beams are incident onto the crys.
tal for each exposure and the hologram is con.
tinuously recorded and read out. Once the object
is deformed, an interferogram is observed and
disappears slightly within a response time that
depends on the crystal and illumination condi.
tions. The instrument scheme is shown in Fig. 1.
The ensemble surrounded by the gray line is corn.
pletely included in a transportable casing (80 x
30 x 20 cm'). The laser is a compact, air.cooled
cw DPSS YAG-emitting490 mWat 532 nm. The
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Figure 1. Schematic of the photorefractive holographic camera.

crystal is a BGO-doped
copper grown by I.'C,
!-aunay (University of
Bordeaux) with a 29 x
27 inm' optical face:
1YPicalwOrkingpractice
is to have a ratio of 200

between recording
beams at the level of the
crystal, with an object
beam of at least 10 /lW/
cm'. With a total inten'
sityof2 mW/cm', there.
sponse time is 9 s. This limits the 1I5eof the sys.
tern in an only moderately stable environment.
The quantitative measurement can be performed
by phase-shifting' for sufficiently stable deforma.
tions orbythe spatial carrier technique with Fou.
rier filtering, for the monitoring of dynamic de.
formations (one interferogram analysis).'

A first application shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (h)
is defect detection in composite panels. The ob.
served area is 55 x 37 cm'. After a hologram is
recorded with the object "at rest," the object is
heated and the interferogram is observed after
reJaxation. The phase interferogram (Fig. 2(a)I
is obtained by phase.shifting and is further un.
wrapped and differentiated, clearly showing de.
fects [Fig.2 (h)).Also, quantitative measurements
of continuous deformations of large objects have
been performed.' A new application of our sys.
tern is the measurement of vibrations' The tech.

nique used here is to record the hologram of the
object at rest and then excite it with vibration.
Directly performed stroboscopic readout is syn.
chronized with the excitation. The observed area

is sma1Jerthan for other applications because less
light is available at the CCDwhen the strobo.
scope is working. The object is set closer to the
holographic head, so reducing the field-of.view
(typically 25 x 25 cm'). Figure 2(c) shows the
phase map of a turbine blade vibration mode.

Provided the instrument is used in a moder.

ately stable environment (merely a good relative
stability between the holographic head and the
object), measurement can be performed with high
accuracy on relatively large objects." To our
knowledge, this is the first transportable holo.
graphic camera based on photorefractive mate.
rials and used in such varied applications. The
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present and futore work of our group focuses on
a compact head design, pulsed illumination ex.
periments (forperturbed environments or analy.
sis of transient phenomena), and near.infrared
holographic interferometry with semiconductor
PRCs.
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Figure Z, Industrial applications of the holographic camera. Defect detection in aeronantical com.
posite panels. (a) Phase interferogram. (h) Differentiated pbase for easy defect localization.
(c) Vibration mode of a tnrbine blade (phase interferogram).
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